Marine Biology Field Course in South Africa

MARINE RESEARCH SKILL DEVELOPMENT

The Cape RADD Field course is designed for students and graduates with an interest in biology or conservation that are looking to gain extra knowledge, field experience, and build new skills. This is also the ideal course for dive professionals, newly trained dive masters or dive instructors who would like to add more knowledge, dive skills and scientific insight to their diving. Our course includes training in multiple data collection and field operation techniques, theoretical workshops and presentations from field biologists and dive experts.

Dive and snorkel in the kelp forests of Cape Town!

Hands on research experience from practicing marine biologists

Fish, shark, invertebrate, algae and coral ID

Community outreach and so much more!

4 weeks - $6,475
2 weeks - $2,800

CAPE RADD
1 Main Road
Simon’s Town,
Cape Town 7975
South Africa

www.caperadd.com
info@caperadd.com
Call: +27723531503